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Field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) holds significant promise for
post-ionization separations in conjunction with mass-spectrometric analyses. However, a
limited understanding of fundamentals of FAIMS analyzers has made their design and
operation largely an empirical exercise. Recently, we developed an a priori simulation of
FAIMS that accounts for both ion diffusion (including anisotropic components) and Coulomb
repulsion, and validated it by extensive comparisons with FAIMS/MS data. Here it is
corroborated further by FAIMS-only measurements, and applied to explore how key instru-
mental parameters (analytical gap width and length, waveform frequency and profile, the
identity and flow speed of buffer gas) affect FAIMS response. We find that the trade-off
between resolution and sensitivity can be managed by varying gap width, RF frequency, and
(in certain cases) buffer gas, with equivalent outcome. In particular, the resolving power can
be approximately doubled compared to “typical” conditions. Throughput may be increased by
either accelerating the gas flow (preferable) or shortening the device, but below certain
minimum residence times performance deteriorates. Bisinusoidal and clipped-sinusoidal
waveforms have comparable merit, but switching to rectangular waveforms would improve
resolution and/or sensitivity. For any waveform profile, the ratio of two between voltages in
high and low portions of the cycle produces the best performance. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom
2005, 16, 2–12) © 2004 American Society for Mass SpectrometrySeparation of gas-phase ionic mixtures by fieldasymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry(FAIMS) extends back over a decade in the tech-
nical literature [1–3], but has attracted a broad interest
in the analytical and mass-spectrometry communities
only recently [4–29]. FAIMS separates ions by the
difference between mobilities at high (KH) and low (KL)
electric fields, in other words the average slope of
mobility as a function of field, K(E). The form of K(E)
may be complex: with increasing E, mobilities (of both
cations and anions) may increase (termed species of
Type A), decrease (Type C), or initially increase, but
decrease at yet higher E (Type B) [4, 5]. Usually, small
and structurally rigid species belong to Type A and
large flexible ones (e.g., proteins) belong to Type C. K(E)
can be represented by a polynomial of even powers of
E/N:
K(E)K(0)(1 a(E ⁄N)2 b(E ⁄N)4 c(E ⁄N)6 . . .),
(1)
At moderately high E/N relevant to FAIMS (up to
60–80 Td), eq 1 can usually be truncated after the
b(E/N)4 term [6–8].
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2004.09.009Experimentally, a gas stream entraining ions passes
between two electrodes that carry a time-dependent po-
tential VD(t) that alternates between “high” and “low”
voltages, such that the integral value over the cycle is null
but time-averaged positive and negative voltages differ
[4, 5]. Then only a hypothetical ion with constant K(E)
would be transmitted, while species exhibiting variable
K(E) drift towards one of the electrodes and eventually
neutralize upon impact [4, 5]. For a particular ion, this
may be prevented by applying a specific DC compensa-
tion voltage (CV) on top of VD(t) so as to exactly offset the
systematic drift generated by VD(t). A CV spectrum for
ionic mixture could be acquired by scanning the CV across
a reasonable range of values, similarly to scanning a
quadrupole filter when obtaining a mass spectrum [4, 5].
Two key developments of the late 1990s that fashioned
FAIMS into a major analytical tool were (1) the advent of
concentric cylinder design [3] and (2) coupling to MS [4,
5]. Cylindrical devices are often more sensitive than earlier
parallel planar designs [1] due to an ion focusing effect
(discussed below). Coupling FAIMS to MS has opened a
range of new analytical and bioanalytical applications. As
with the other gas-phase separations technique of ion
mobility spectrometry (IMS) [30–33], a major attraction of
FAIMS is high speed that allows high-throughput analy-
ses. In particular, it enables fast two-dimensional separa-
tions, such as LC/FAIMS/MS on the timescale of single-
stage LC separations.
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3J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2005, 16, 2–12 DESIGN AND OPERATIONS OF FAIMS ANALYZERSWhile FAIMS technology has already shown a po-
tential for diverse applications (e.g., in environmental
monitoring [6, 9–13], security [14], drug screening [15–
17], product quality control [18], natural resource man-
agement [19], and medical research [20]), its utility
would certainly be increased and broadened by im-
proved resolution, sensitivity, and throughput. The
priority of each depends on the application. The resolv-
ing power of FAIMS has been limited to10–30 (versus
100 for drift tube IMS [33]). This is often insufficient:
for example, FAIMS of typical proteolytic digests gen-
erally separates different charge states of peptides, but
not peptides of the same charge state (which would
benefit proteomics analyses) [21]. Likewise, distinguish-
ing between HSO4
 and ClO4
 or between phthalic
acid anion isomers is a challenge [6, 22]. For FAIMS/
MS, sensitivity is determined by the efficiency of ion
transmission to the MS. In cylindrical FAIMS, this
efficiency is enhanced through ion focusing by the
inhomogeneous electric field created in the annular
space between cylinders (analytical gap) [4, 5]. Still,
signal losses are significant, especially for ions that do
not focus well because of weak K(E) dependence, i.e.,
ions having low absolute CV, |CV| [11]. Reducing this
discrimination is a challenge for quantitative analyses.
The throughput of cylindrical FAIMS (1 fraction/s) is
high compared to condensed-phase techniques such as
LC or CE, but low compared to IMS that may complete
a separation in 1–100 ms. Considering the peak elution
time from typical HPLC [34, 35], accelerating FAIMS
analyses would be valuable for LC/FAIMS coupling.
Whichever parameter one desires to optimize, a
comprehensive realistic model for ion dynamics in
FAIMS analyzers (equivalent to “SIMION” [36] in MS)
would be of great value. Efforts to construct such a
model were initiated by Guevremont and coworkers [5,
23, 24] who propagated ion trajectories under the influ-
ence of VD(t). Those simulations helped the understand-
ing of ion focusing and trapping in cylindrical and
hemispherical [23, 24] FAIMS geometries. However,
that model incorporated neither ion diffusion nor
space-charge effects, rendering it unable to describe the
resolution or sensitivity of analyses.
Recently, we developed a classical molecular dynam-
ics simulation accounting for both effects [37]. This
treatment has successfully reproduced the resolution
and sensitivity of FAIMS/MS analyses for numerous
systems [37]. The model has subsequently been ex-
panded to handle separations in gas mixtures [38].
High-field ion mobilities in mixtures of disparate gases
significantly deviate from Blanc’s law, which often
augments the difference between KH and KL and thus
improves the resolution and peak capacity [38]. Here,
we further validate this model by comparison with pure
FAIMS measurements and then apply it to elucidate the
dependence of FAIMS response on pertinent mechani-
cal and operational parameters.Computational Treatment
The numerical procedure of present simulations has
been described [37]. Briefly, an ensemble of ion trajec-
tories is propagated through cylindrical FAIMS by
integrating elementary displacements along the radial
coordinate r due to three phenomena: external electric
field created by {VD(t)  CV}, diffusion of ions in the
buffer gas, and their mutual Coulomb repulsion. The
form of VD(t) is arbitrary. Here we consider all three
waveforms used in FAIMS to date: the sum of sinusoi-
dal and its scaled phase-shifted harmonic [8] (Figure 1a)
that is most common
VD(t) f sin wt sin(hwt)Vmax ⁄ (f 1), (2)
a rectangular waveform tried in a FAIMS-R1 prototype
[5] (Figure 1b):
Figure 1. Asymmetric waveforms considered in this study: bisi-
nusoidal from superpositions of a sinusoidal and scaled 2nd
harmonic (a), rectangular (b), and clipped sinusoidal (c). In (a) and
(b), the high-to-low coefficients f are: solid line–2, dash–4, dash
dot–6, dotted–1.0 in (a) and 1.5 in (b). In (c), f  1.7.
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VD(t)Vmax ⁄ f for tc ⁄ (f 1) t tc,
(3)
and a recently introduced clipped displaced sinusoidal
[39–42] (Figure 1c):
VD(t) tcsin (t ⁄ ts) 2tsVmax ⁄ (tc 2ts)
for {0  t  ts};
VD(t)2tsVmax ⁄ (tc 2ts) for ts t tc; (4)
In eqs 2–4, Vmax is the highest instantaneous voltage—
the “dispersion voltage” (DV). In eq 2, we use h 2 and
  /2 adopted in all FAIMS work [8]. For the
“high-to-low ratio” f, values of 2, 3, and 4 have been
used, with most data published for f  2. We optimize
FAIMS performance as a function of f in the section,
“Optimization of Asymmetric Waveform Profile,” else-
where f  2 is assumed. In eqs 3, 4, tc is the duration of
waveform cycle, tc  2/w. In eq 4, ts is the duration of
unclipped sinusoidal waveform, then f may be defined
as (tc  ts)/ts. The model for diffusion accounts for
high-field (non-thermal) and anisotropic contributions
that increase the effect under typical FAIMS conditions
significantly [37]. Ions impacting the electrodes (inter-
nal at r  Rin or external at R  Rout) are removed, and
the ion count continually drops as the simulation
progresses. Calculations can begin from any distribu-
tion of ions across the analytical gap [37]. In this work,
we adopted the initial conditions with all ions at the gap
median. Initial ensembles involved n 300–30,000 ions,
with higher n necessary for sufficient statistics of ions
passing FAIMS in cases of poor transmission. Since
modeling of the space-charge effect requires accounting
for all pairwise interactions [37], part of computation
scales as n2 and simulations for high n are expensive.
The output of calculation is the ion current exiting
the device (Iout) as a fraction of input current (Iin). This
fraction plotted versus CV (at a particular DV) deter-
mines the peak profile that has a certain full width at
half maximum [37] (FWHM). By definition, the ratio of
peak CV to FWHM is the resolving power (R). The same
fraction evaluated at a peak apex is the ion transmission
efficiency [37], which allows one to calculate absolute
Iout from a known Iin. The Iout current scales with Iin at
very low Iin. As Iin increases, Iout/Iin ratio always
decreases and eventually Iout reaches the saturation
current, Isat [37]. At that point, FAIMS becomes a
current limiter: further raise of Iin does not affect Iout as
excess ions are eliminated in a “Coulomb explosion”
early in the simulation. The level of Isat in cylindrical
FAIMS strongly depends on the slope of K(E) that
determines the strength of ion focusing. Typical values
for polyatomic ions are 10–100 pA, i.e., below Iin
normally produced by ESI unless from dilute samples
[43]. Thus FAIMS often operates in a saturated regime,
where Iout is calculable without regard to Iin. The formof Iout(DV) may be related to that of the signal observed
in FAIMS/MS [37], while absolute Iout may be com-
pared with direct measurements of ion current appear-
ing from FAIMS.
Validation of Simulations for Stand-
Alone FAIMS
The present model has been corroborated by resolution
and sensitivity data for analytes ranging from small
inorganic ions to whole proteins, including cations and
anions, and species of both A- and C-types [37]. Alto-
gether, these ions pass FAIMS in three out of four
possible modes: P1, P2, and N1. While those compari-
sons have demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of
our computational approach for diverse systems and
conditions, they refer to experimental data from FAIMS
coupled to MS, either quadrupole or TOF. An MS stage
may distort FAIMS separation characteristics, in partic-
ular by limiting the ion current downstream of FAIMS
because of finite charge capacity of MS elements such as
quadrupoles [44] and/or detector saturation [37]. This
would flatten the true dependence of ion transmission
through FAIMS on DV, and broaden apparent features
in CV spectra by disproportionately clipping the ion
intensity at peak apexes.
Hence simulations should also be compared with
direct results of FAIMS separations not affected by
subsequent ion handling. These data are available from
the stand-alone FAIMS device, known as FAIMS-E [4, 5,
27] or the field ion spectrometer [3], where the (not
mass-selected) ions are recorded using an electrometer
installed immediately past the device. This mode is of
utility in the field and other settings where the equip-
ment portability, footprint, power requirements, or cost
are primary concerns. To evaluate the simulation in that
scenario, we model FAIMS-E data for H(H2O)n pro-
tonated water clusters [5]. Unless indicated otherwise,
simulations below are in N2 (under saturated condi-
tions) for typical instrumental parameters [37] (Rin  7
mm, Rout  9 mm, gap length  90 mm, DV  3.3 kV,
wc  w/2  210 kHz, and ion residence time equal to
0.2 s) [37]. The mobility characteristics assumed for all
ions are in Table 1. To compare data for different g, CV
and/or DV axes in some figures are converted respec-
tively to “compensation field”, EC  (CV)/g and “dis-
persion field”, ED  (DV)/g.
The CV peak profiles calculated across the experi-
mental range of DV are in an excellent agreement with
measurements (Figure 2). This verifies (Figure 2a) that
the model produces good CV spectra not only at the
highest DV (3 kV) that are generally optimal [37], but
also at lower DV (many applications involve measure-
ments across a range of DV). Further, the relative
sensitivity computed as a function of DV closely repro-
duces the measurements [5] (Figure 2c). The agreement
in Figure 2 is better than that found previously [37], and
same is true when the clipped sinusoidal waveform (eq
b we
Br (
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count in FAIMS-E providing better statistics, or indicate
signal distortions in the MS analyzer, in which case any
FAIMS simulation should be better for FAIMS-E than
for FAIMS/MS.
Calculations and FAIMS-E experiments may be
matched not just for relative ion intensities (Figure 2c),
but also for absolute currents. From the few data
Table 1. Mobility parameters assumed for the ions modeled in
System K0(0
H(H2O)n in air
b
(Leucine  H) in airc
(H)12bovine ubiquitin
d (major conformer) in N2
Cs in N2
e
Cs in CO2
f
I in airg
aValues of K0(0) listed here for (Leucine  H)
 and (H)12bovine ubiqu
mean any difference of K(0) actually employed in calculations, but re
experimental conditions (T  25 °C) were termed K0(0) that are defined
to 0 °C, e.g., K0(0) 2.0 for (Leucine H)
means K(0) 2.18 used in the
and HSO4
 should have been given as 1.91, 2.12, and 2.29 cm2/(Vs), re
significantly better than that for inaccurate K0(0) listed in [37]. For exam
measurements for similar anions like H2NO4
, H2CO4
, and CO4
 in N
bK0(0) is from reference [48] and a, b were derived from measured CVs
3 (m  55 u). Typically, n  2 or 3 [48]; the result is not significantly d
cData from reference [8]
dK0(0) is from references [28, 29, 49]; a, b were derived from measured
eK0(0) is from references [50]; a, b were derived from measured CVs [7
fK0(0) is from reference [51] (measurements at ambient conditions); a,
gK0(0) is extrapolated from the measurements for Cl
 ( 2.9) [52] and
Figure 2. FAIMS-E response for H(H2O)n ions: peak profiles at
DV of 1.9 kV (a) and 2.6 kV (b), and relative sensitivity as a
function of DV (c). Circles stand for measurements [5], lines are for
calculations.available, measured values are aprroximately an order
of magnitude below calculated Isat: 10 pA versus Isat 
80 pA for Hglycine [27] (at DV  3 kV) and 9 pA
versus Isat  240 pA for H
(H2O)n (at DV  2.6 kV) [5].
This appears reasonable, considering the competition
for space-charge capacity from other co-injected species,
inefficient extraction of ions from tubular FAIMS (with
no hemispherical end), and a possibly incomplete ion
collection by the external electrometer.
Optimization of Mechanical
and Operational Parameters
Having the simulation of FAIMS analyzers extensively
validated by diverse experimental data, we now apply
it to optimize the design and functional parameters of
these devices.
Analytical Gap Width and Waveform Frequency
The width of analytical gap (g) and waveform fre-
quency (wc) are key parameters governing the resolu-
tion and sensitivity of FAIMS analyses. The amplitude
of periodic motion of ions during a FAIMS cycle is
nearly proportional to 1/wc. As wc drops, the turning
points of oscillation move closer to electrodes, increas-
ing ion losses and reducing transmission. When the
oscillation amplitude exceeds g, all ions are neutralized
in the first cycle. In effect, lowering wc narrows the gap.
This should improve the resolution as ions with trajec-
tories displaced from the gap median (that form the
shoulders of peaks in CV spectra) are destroyed dispro-
portionately. A similar outcome (improving resolution
while sacrificing sensitivity) may be achieved by reduc-
ing g. Three major questions arising from this are: (1)
what is the maximum resolving power attainable in this
process, (2) does it matter whether resolution is im-
orka
2/(Vs) a, Td2 b, Td4
0 2.02	105 3.38	1010
0 5.43	106 1.85	1010
0 2.34	106 1.6	1012
1 9.88	106 2.76	1010
5 1.31	105 3.52	1010
0 1.19	105 7.4	1010
e  10% lower than entries in Table 1 of reference [37]. This does not
a nomenclature error in [37], where K(0) used in simulations under
obilities reduced to 0 °C. All mobilities given here are properly reduced
l. With regard to other K0(0) in [37], those for H
tryptophan, Hglycine,
tively. Those values are in a good agreement with available IMS data,
K0(0) 2.3 cm
2/(Vs) for HSO4
 in air is quite reasonable in view of the
O2 [46,47].
o evaluate the longitudinal diffusion coefficient [37], we assumed n 
ent on the choice.
[29].
re derived from measured CVs [7].
 2.5) [53]; a, b are from reference [39].this w
), cm
2.1
2.0
1.2
2.2
0.9
2.1
itin ar
flects
as m
mode
spec
ple,
2 and
[5]. T
epend
CVs
].proved by decreasing g or wc, and (3) how does the
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and wc?
To address these questions, we modeled the re-
sponse of FAIMS with bisinusoidal waveform of eq 2
while varying g and wc and fixing all other parameters.
The gap width was adjusted while keeping the median
radius equal to (Rin  Rout)/2 so as to conserve the
cylindrical curvature. To compare with previous calcu-
lations [37] at fixed g and wc, simulations were per-
formed for (Leucine  H). In Figure 3a, saturated
current is plotted as a function of g and wc, in particular
g  2 mm used in most FAIMS devices to date,
including the Ionalytics Selectra. As expected, Isat in-
creases for higher frequencies and wider gaps. There is
a low-wc cutoff that rises with narrowing of the gap,
e.g., from wc  40 kHz at g  3 mm to wc  170 kHz at
g  1.5 mm. However, below g  1.3 mm no ions pass
at any w: the diffusion and Coulomb repulsion push
ions outside the band between Rin and Rout even when
the magnitude of oscillations in FAIMS cycle ap-
proaches zero.
A decrease of wc (at fixed g) improves the resolving
power. For g  2 mm, R triples from 8 at wc  750 kHz
(used in Selectra) to 24 at wc  95 kHz (Figure 3b). For
g  1.5 mm, the resolution is higher to begin with and
so improves less, from R  17 at wc  750 kHz to R 
27 at wc  180 kHz (Figure 3c). Similar behavior was
found for g  3 mm. However, for a fixed Isat the
resolution is independent of g and wc. As shown in Figure
3d, three disparate {g; wc} combinations yield similar Isat
 2 pA and R  28. This regime provides the best
resolution but relatively low sensitivity, though an ion
current of a few pA still suffices for many analytical
needs. Other {g; wc} sets produce higher Isat values,
however two combinations yielding same Isat also yield
same (lower) R. Hence variations of gap width and
waveform frequency are functionally equivalent, i.e.,
any desired trade-off of resolution versus sensitivity
may be achieved by changing either parameter. In
practice, varying w should be more convenient as it may
be done via rapid electronic control rather than mechan-
ical modifications.
While many FAIMS experiments involve saturated
current conditions, in real analytical applications cur-
rents would normally be weaker. The response for
(Leucine  H) ions as a function of g and wc in the
zero-current limit (Iin 3 0) is modeled in Figure 4. The
results closely resemble those in Figure 3, in particular
we reach the parallel conclusion that the resolution at a
fixed transmission efficiency is independent of the specific
{g; wc} combination (as seen by matching the graphs in
Figure 4b and c). Since the limiting cases in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 bracket the full range of possibilities, the
picture at any ion current should be similar.
How would varying g and wc affect results for ions
with different properties? For example, mobilities for
large proteins are lower than those for small ions, e.g.,
K(0) for major isomer of (H)12 bovine ubiquitin (BU12)
is 60% of K(0) for (Leucine  H) (Table 1). Moreimportantly, the Einstein relationship between mobility
and diffusion coefficient D at E 3 0 is:
D kBTK(E) ⁄ q, (5)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the tempera-
Figure 3. Simulated sensitivity (a) and resolution (b)–(d) of
cylindrical FAIMS with a bisinusoidal waveform (f  2, DV 
3.3 kV) as a function of gap width g and frequency wc. All
examples are for (Leucine  H), under saturated conditions.
Calculated resolving powers are given for all features. Transmit-
ted currents in (a) are for g  2 mm (circles), g  3 mm (squares),
and g  1.5 mm (triangles). CV spectral profiles in (b) are for g 
2 mm, in (c) are for g  1.5 mm. In (b), lines are for wc  750 kHz
(dotted), 210 kHz (short dash), 125 kHz (long dash), and 95 kHz
(solid). In (c), lines are for 750 kHz (dotted), 250 kHz (long dash),
and 180 kHz (solid). Profiles in (d) are for g  1.5 mm, wc  180
kHz (long dash), 2 mm, 86 kHz (solid), and 3 mm, 42 kHz (short
dash).ture, and q is the ionic charge. Because of (12) charge,
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high E, eq 5 is modified [37] and the value of D
increases somewhat, still the diffusion of large multi-
ply-charged protein ions generated by ESI is many
times slower than their mobility suggests.
The result is a low diffusional loss of large multi-
charged proteins in FAIMS, despite their often weak
K(E) dependence (Table 1) and thus modest focusing.
This allows high ion currents and makes FAIMS pass-
able with gaps narrower than those necessary for
smaller ions (Figure 5). For example, the maximum
current through a 2-mm gap (at wc  750 kHz) is 370
pA for BU12 versus only 90 pA for (Leucine  H),
and a fair amount of BU12 passes even at g  0.5 mm
while the minimum g for (LeucineH) is1.3 mm as
stated above. In part, this is due to BU12 having a lower
mobility and thus a smaller oscillation amplitude than
(Leucine  H), but a very large difference in diffusion
rates is still critical. This is demonstrated in Figure 5,
showing Isat for a hypothetical singly-charged ion with
mass and K(E) of BU12. Maximum currents for that ion
are lower than those for BU12 at any g and wc, while the
minimum g is greater. Thus a FAIMS device with a gap
reduced to 0.5–1 mm could improve the resolution for
Figure 4. Same as Figure 3(a)–(c), but for the low-current limit
(Iin3 0). Panel (a) shows transmission efficiencies. In (b), the dash
dot line is for wc  85 kHz. Other nomenclature is as in Figure 3.intact protein analyses.FAIMS Gas Medium
Most FAIMS work to date has used N2 or air as the
buffer gas. Gas mixtures (such as N2/CO2 and He/N2)
have shown promise as a FAIMS medium, often im-
proving the instrumental resolution and sensitivity
compared to either individual component [9, 15, 16, 18,
22, 29, 38]. This appears largely due to deviations from
Blanc’s law that may expand the peak capacity of
separations [38]. The performance parameters of FAIMS
analyses in gas mixtures will be discussed in a future
publication, here we focus on the effect of interchanging
pure gases.
Experimental data of that kind are meager: the only
detailed report involves Cs in several gases [7] (includ-
ing N2 and CO2). The CV spectral peaks measured in
CO2 at any DV were unusually broad (FWHM about
twice those of peaks in N2), which is reproduced by
present modeling: FWHM  2.0	 that in N2. (Accord-
ing to experimental settings [7], these calculations were
performed for Rin  5 mm, Rout  7 mm). The reason is
that the mobility of Cs in CO2 is  40% that in N2
(Table 1), so the oscillations in a FAIMS cycle are
proportionately smaller. This decreases resolution and
raises the ion current ceiling (Figure 6), just as increas-
ing the frequency or the gap width would.
This begs the question of whether one gas can be
intrinsically superior to another. When g is reduced to
1.35 mm, Isat in CO2 decreases (at any DV) exactly to the
level in N2 (Figure 6a). The resolving power increases
and now exceeds that in N2 at equal ion current (Figure
6b). However, FWHM for g  1.35 mm of CO2 equals
that for g  2 mm of N2, and the resolution improves
only because CVs in CO2 are higher as a consequence of
K(E) for Cs being steeper [7] in CO2 than in N2 (Table
1). For a hypothetical ion with identical CVs in N2 and
CO2, the effect of exchanging the gas on FAIMS perfor-
mance can always be cancelled by adjusting g and/or
wc. Hence the best intrinsic FAIMS separation of two
ions will be provided by a gas in which the disparity
between their CVs is greatest. Beyond that, the trade-off
between resolution and sensitivity is fixed, whether
Figure 5. Same as Figure 3(a) at DV  4.4 kV for (H)12 bovine
ubiquitin (empty symbols) and a hypothetical ion with mass and
K(E) thereof, but q  1 (filled symbols) at g  2 mm (triangles), 1
mm (circles), 0.67 mm (squares), and 0.5 mm (inverted triangles).
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frequency, or the buffer gas.
Analytical Gap Length and Gas Flow Velocity
The residence time of ions in the FAIMS gap, tres, is
proportional to its length (L) and inverse velocity of gas
flow through it (v). Typical tres in cylindrical FAIMS
devices are 0.1–0.4 s. Most simulations in reference [37]
and elsewhere in this paper assume tres 0.2 s. Thus, to
utilize the separation peak capacity at R  15–30, a CV
scan with duty cycle of 90% would take a minute or
more. Often this is too slow for online coupling with
liquid-phase separations upfront.
We had already looked at the FAIMS response as a
function of tres, with the device geometry fixed and tres
controlled by gas flow velocity [37]. In that case, a
longer tres improves resolution while lowering sensitiv-
ity: ions are continually removed from the gap, with
those located away from the median (that form the
edges of peaks in CV spectra) depleted disproportion-
Figure 6. Simulated FAIMS response for Cs in different buffer
gases. In (a), lines are for transmitted current and circles are for
peak width (FWHM): solid line/filled circles are in N2 gas and
dashed line/empty circles are in CO2, both at g  2 mm. The
dotted line/empty squares are in CO2 at g  1.35 mm. In (b), CV
peak profiles are simulated for three scenarios considered in (a)
under the conditions yielding Isat  180 pA. Solid, dashed, and
dotted lines correspond to same in (a).ately [37]. Could other parameters be adjusted in con-cert with tres such that the response is not affected?
Since narrowing the gap increases resolution at the
expense of sensitivity, reducing tres and g (or wc) simul-
taneously is an obvious direction. For (Leucine  H)
modeled here (Figure 7a), this solution works until tres
30–40 ms, shorter times are not sufficient for proper
separation and resolution is degraded. This could pos-
sibly be ameliorated by further narrowing the gap, but
this step also decreases sensitivity. Regardless, the
deterioration of performance cannot be compensated by
varying g. This delineates an intrinsic limitation on
FAIMS throughput due to minimum timescale of gas-
phase separation. Still, Figure 6a suggests that analyses
of midsize ions could be shortened about fivefold
(without impairing quality) by proportional accelera-
tion of gas flow. That would increase compatibility with
online liquid-phase separations.
Another way to change tres is by varying L at a fixed
v. Again, the gap width could be adjusted simulta-
neously to keep sensitivity constant. In this case, reso-
lution starts deteriorating already at tres 0.15 s (Figure
7b), and at any shorter tres worsens significantly more
than when equal tres is achieved by increasing v at a
Figure 7. Simulated CV peak profile for (Leucine  H) as a
function of ion residence time: 1 s (circles), 0.2 s (solid line), 50 ms
(dash), 20 ms (dash dot), and 10 ms (dotted). The value of tres is
controlled by the gas flow velocity in an analytical gap of fixed
length (a) or by varying the length of a gap with constant gas flow
(b). In (a), {tres; g} sets are {0.2 s; 2.0 mm}, {50 ms; 1.31 mm}, {20 ms;
0.97 mm}, {10 ms; 0.79 mm}. The resolving power is 13 at tres 
50 ms, 11 at tres  20 ms, and 8.5 at tres  10 ms. In (b), sets are
{1.0 s; 2.35 mm}, {0.2 s; 2.0 mm}, {50 ms; 1.88 mm}, {20 ms; 1.38
mm}, {10 ms; 1.1 mm}. The resolving power is 13 at tres  0.2 s,
9 at t  50 ms,7 at t  20 ms and5 at t  10 ms. Valuesres res res
of g were chosen to ensure Isat 60 pA in all cases.
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is explicitly present (in addition to tres) in the master
equation governing ion dynamics in FAIMS [37]. Phys-
ically, larger v in a fixed geometry reduces charge
density for a particular ion current, which increases Isat
and thus enhances sensitivity. That sensitivity gain
allows a gap narrower than that for a fixed v (as is
evident from the parameters quoted in caption of Fig-
ure 7), which improves resolution. The conclusion is
that, for faster separations, accelerating the gas flow
through FAIMS is preferable to shortening the device.
The initial distribution of ion coordinates is generally
immaterial when modeling FAIMS separations for typ-
ical residence times because of randomization by ion
focusing, diffusion, and Coulomb repulsion [37], but
becomes important at shortest tres that approach the
timescales of those processes. Probing that issue is
beyond the scope of this work, and the present findings
regarding FAIMS performance for the shortest tres
should be deemed preliminary.
Optimization of Asymmetric Waveform
Profile
Bisinusoidal Waveform
Most FAIMS work to date employed the waveform of
eq 2 with high-to-low ratio f equal to 2. Some data were
obtained [12, 13, 17, 19, 21, 24, 45] at f  3 and 4, but no
optimization of f has been pursued in either experiment
or theory. Eq 2 reduces to a single sinusoidal and no
separation occurs at either f 3 0 or f 3 
, hence an
optimum finite f must exist. Modeling for (Leucine 
H) shows that f  2 provides the best transmission at
both low and high ion currents (Figure 8a), though the
maximum is not sharp. The resolution marginally im-
proves as f increases (Figure 8b), likely because wave-
form changes (Figure 1a) augment the amplitude of
oscillations in FAIMS cycle which effectively narrows
the gap. For the same cost in sensitivity, this improve-
ment is less than that produced by decreasing the gap
or waveform frequency (Figure 3). For example, reduc-
ing wc at f  2 from 210 kHz to 125 kHz halves Isat and
increases R by 30% (Figure 3b), while changing to f 
4 at wc  210 kHz also halves Isat but increases R  10%
(Figure 8b). Then one should apply the waveform with
f  2 for best sensitivity, and, if desired, improve
resolution as outlined in the preceding section.
Rectangular Waveform
It is believed that the ideal waveform for FAIMS
analyses is not sinusoidal-based, but a rectangular one
of eq 3, Figure 1b. The form of eq 2 (adopted as a
practical compromise for simple implementation in RF
circuitry) is less “asymmetric”, which reduces the ion
focusing force in cylindrical FAIMS. Other factors held
constant, a stronger focusing by rectangular waveform
would normally improve ion transmission. For exam-ple, at typical g  2 mm and wc of 210 or 750 kHz,
sensitivity for (Leucine  H) roughly doubles (Figure
9a). Under “highly constrained” conditions with a fre-
quency near the cutoff for particular g, switching to a
waveform of eq 3 decreases transmission because of a
greater ion oscillation amplitude during FAIMS cycle.
This raises the wc cutoff, e.g., from 80 kHz to 110
kHz in Figure 9a.
Rectangular waveforms also outperform bisinusoi-
dal ones in separation efficiency. For the same (Leucine
 H) example, the resolving power (at wc  210 kHz)
increases by 25% (to R  16) while Isat doubles from
60 pA to120 pA (Figure 9b). The benefit of changing
to a rectangular waveform becomes clearer if other
parameters are adjusted simultaneously such that only
resolution or sensitivity is improved. Like with wave-
forms of eq 2, narrowing the gap raises R at the expense
of sensitivity. For example, reducing g from 2 to 1.8 mm
halves Isat from 120 pA back to 60 pA, but increases
R from 16 to 22 (Figure 9b). Alternatively, widening the
gap to 2.2 mm decreases R from 16 back to 13, but
increases Isat to 180 pA (Figure 9b). Either outcome
may be achieved with a fixed g 2 mm by changing the
Figure 8. Sensitivity and resolution simulated for (Leucine 
H) as a function of f that defines bisinusoidal waveforms (Figure
1a). Panel (a) shows the transmission efficiency at Iin 3 0 (dotted
line, left scale) and transmitted ion current (solid line, right scale),
(b) presents CV spectral features at several f indicated by matching
dashed bars in (a). Calculated resolving powers are indicated.frequency. Hence a transition from a bisinusoidal to a
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without loss of sensitivity, or triple sensitivity without
affecting resolution. The maximum achievable resolv-
ing power also increases, e.g., for (Leucine  H) from
30 to 40 at same Isat  3.5 pA (Figure 9c). These are
significant gains that justify engineering a waveform
close to the ideal, despite a greater complexity or cost.
What is the optimum ratio f for a rectangular wave-
form? Simulations suggest that transmitted (Leucine 
Figure 9. Sensitivity and resolution for (Leucine  H) simu-
lated for rectangular waveform (filled circles, dashed lines) versus
bisinusoidal waveform (empty circles, solid line), both with f  2.
Panel (a) shows saturated current at g  2 mm, wc  210 kHz. In
(b), CV spectra are plotted at wc  210 kHz and g  2 mm (solid
and medium dash lines) and, for rectangular waveform, g  1.8
mm (long dash) and 2.2 mm (short dash). Features in solid and
short-dash lines have equal heights, those in solid and long dash
lines have equal R. Dotted line is for the clipped-sinusoidal
waveform at wc  137 kHz and g  2.05 mm chosen to yield the
same peak intensity. In (c), high-resolution CV spectra are shown
at g  2 mm, wc  86 kHz (solid line) and wc  113.5 kHz (dashed
line). The two features have similar intensities. Calculated resolv-
ing powers are indicated.H) ion current maximizes at f 3.5 (Figure 10a), ratherthan f  2 for waveforms of eq 2. This arises because an
equal increase of f diminishes the oscillation amplitude
during a cycle of rectangular waveform (Figure 1b)
more than for a bisinusoidal one (Figure 1a). In effect,
the gap widens at higher f, which should improve
sensitivity but degrade resolution. Indeed, the value of
R drops from 16 at f 2 to R 12 at f 3.5 (Figure 10b).
As found above, one could achieve both higher Isat
(180 pA versus 165 pa) and better R (13 versus 12)
using f  2 and g  2.2 mm. Hence the operation at f 
3.5 is intrinsically inferior to that at f 2. At f3.5, both
resolution and sensitivity worsen. For the same reason,
reducing f below 2 improves resolution but decreases
sensitivity (Figure 10a, b). Again, a better trade-off
between resolution and sensitivity could be obtained by
narrowing the gap at f  2 instead. Thus the optimum
f is still two, same as for bisinusoidal waveforms.
Clipped sinusoidal waveform
Recently Buryakov et al. [39–42] have introduced a new
FAIMS waveform of eq. (4), generated by clipping a
single sinusoidal offset by a fixed DC voltage. Present
modeling for (Leucine  H) shows this and bisinusoi-
dal waveforms to produce a near-identical performance
(Figure 9b). The resolution obtained in reference [39]
was relatively high, from R  18 for trinitrotoluene
anion to R  34 for iodide. Present model reproduces
those values virtually exactly: the example of I is
presented in Figure 11 (assuming ts  2.7 ms and tc 
7.3 ms—the midpoint of tc  6.8–7.8 ms range used in
Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 for rectangular waveforms (Fig-
ure 1b).
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achieved not by a novel waveform, but by a low
frequency (wc  137 kHz) via the mechanism described
earlier. As expected, sensitivity under these conditions
is modest [39]. Calculations predict that a still lower
frequency would improve the resolution further, e.g.,
up to R  75 at wc  117 kHz (Figure 11). Yet higher R
would be attainable with a rectangular waveform. An
excellent agreement between present simulations and
measurements supports the notion of balancing FAIMS
resolution and sensitivity performance by adjusting the
waveform frequency.
Conclusions
Recently we described [37] a numerical simulation of
FAIMS analyzers (in essence a SIMION-type approach
for FAIMS) that involves propagating an ensemble of
ion trajectories through those devices under realistic
conditions, accounting for the ion diffusion (including
high-field and anisotropic components) and Coulomb
repulsion. Here, this model was further validated and
employed to optimize the resolution, sensitivity, and
throughput of cylindrical FAIMS as a function of instru-
mental parameters.
As is common in mass spectrometry, and especially
quadrupole MS to which FAIMS is often compared, one
can trade off resolution and sensitivity. This trade-off
may be adjusted widely by varying the analytical gap
width or (equivalently) the waveform frequency. An-
other option involves changing the buffer gas, though
this is equivalent to first two modes only for ions that
have equal nonlinear mobility coefficients in two gases
(while absolute mobilities differ). In particular, calcula-
tions have identified parameter settings that should
double or triple the resolution at practical ion currents,
which would improve FAIMS utility in many applica-
tions significantly. For example, resolving powers could
Figure 11. Simulated (lines) and measured (circles, reference
[39]) peak profiles for I. Solid line is for clipped-sinusoidal
waveform with wc  137 kHz used in reference [39], dotted line is
for bisinusoidal waveform with wc 117 kHz and same g 2 mm.
Calculated resolving powers are indicated.be raised from the current 10–15 to25–30 for mid-sizespecies such as Leucine and from 25–35 to 75 for
smallest ions like Iodide. Separations for typical ana-
lytes are predicted to be accelerated at least several
times with minimal effect on performance by speeding
the gas flow through analytical gap. This would reduce
the timescale of FAIMS analyses, thus improving the
coupling to LC and other liquid-phase separations.
Shortening the analytical gap also reduces that time-
scale, but at a higher price in terms of quality. Optimi-
zation of the asymmetric waveform has shown an
essentially equal merit of bisinusoidal and clipped
sinusoidal waveforms used in existing devices, but a
substantial advantage of a rectangular profile over both,
in terms of resolution and/or sensitivity. In particular,
maximum FAIMS resolution could be improved by
over a third. With both sinusoidal-based and rectangu-
lar waveforms, the device performance maximizes
when the voltage during “high” part of the cycle is
about twice that during the “low” part.
FAIMS separations are governed by a fine interplay
of multiple mechanical and operational parameters. We
make no claim of achieving a “global optimization” for
FAIMS analyzers, especially since the desired optimum
depends on specific priorities. Optimal parameters will
also depend on the analyte, and may differ substantially
for species with properties far from those of ions
considered in this work. Rather, we expect the present
mapping of major trends as a function of key experi-
mental variables to steer further development and ap-
plication of FAIMS technology. Finally, several impor-
tant factors were omitted from our analysis, e.g., the
cylindrical curvature radius that controls the strength of
ion focusing and thus greatly affects both resolution
and sensitivity. We also did not study the effects of
altering the cylindrical geometry, for example, by an
added hemispherical element found in some commer-
cial FAIMS devices. Those potential avenues to contin-
ued improvement of FAIMS capabilities will be ex-
plored in future work.
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